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ABSTRACT 
The problems of eigenvalue and eigenvector perturbation and assignment for 
systems 2 + I%? + Cx = Gu are investigated. Applications are first made in the context 
of standard eigenvalue placement techniques. A new technique based on use of the 
differential of the spectral representation for [C B] is introduced and investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a (complex) diagonable n X rt matrix A with distinct eigenval- 
ues X1,X2,..., X, and associated eigenvectors x1, x2,. . . , x,. Let 
x=p, x2 **- X”], J=diag[h,,h, ,..., h,]. 
Define Y = X-’ and Y r = [yl y2 * * * y,]. Then 
A = XJY = t Xixjyi’ 
j = 1 
(1) 
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is the spectral representation of A. It is intuitively clear that if x2, x3,. . . , x, 
are fixed, the eigenvector xi can be continuously (and nontrivially) varied in 
the space complementary to span{ x2,. . . , I, } and generate a class of per- 
turbations of A that depend continuously on xi. Likewise, A depends 
continuously (in Cc) on A,. 
In contrast, if A* = A (A is hermitian), then X can be chosen as a 
unitary matrix (X*X = I), and it no longer makes sense to talk of the 
continuous dependence of hermitian matrices A on xi, for xi is now 
confined to the unique orthogonal complement to span{ x s, . . . , x n }. Simi- 
larly, if the perturbed matrix A is to be hermitian, the eigenvalues can be 
varied, but only on the real line. 
Equation (1) suggests that the problem of prescribing variations in a 
single eigenvalue and/or single right eigenvector may be solved by the 
careful choice of rank-one perturbations of A. In terms of the time-invariant 
linear system 
i(t) = Ax(t)+ bu(t) 
this amounts to choosing vector b and a state-feedback vector f * such that, 
on writing u(t) = f *x(t)+ u(t), the new system 
i(t)=(A+bf*)x(t)+bv(t) 
has a fundamental matrix A + bf T with suitably modified spectral properties. 
More generally, with an n X r matrix G and an r X n matrix F, both of full 
rank, and both at our disposal, one may hope to modify at least r eigenvalues 
and T right eigenvectors in going from the system i = Ax + Gu to 
It(t)=(A+GF)r(t)+Gv(t). (2) 
In this paper we are to answer questions of the above kind (sometimes 
described as modal control) for secondorder systems (which describe classi- 
cal vibrating systems) of the form 
A%(t)+Bi(t)+Cx(t) =Gu(t), 
where A, B, C are n X n matrices and G is n X T (1 f r < n). Usually, A is 
positive definite, and in this case it is not difficult to reduce the investigation 
to consideration of 
f(t)+ Bi(t)+Cx(t) =Gu(t), (3) 
and this will be our standard form. State feedback is now interpreted in the 
form u(t) = - F,x(t) - F,i(t), where F,, F, are r X n matrices. Then the 
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transformed system is 
%-i.‘(t) + (B + GF,)f(t) + (B + G&)x(t) = 0. (4) 
The paper concludes with some remarks on the use of output feedback. 
The question of eigenvalue placement in the context of the system (2) is 
now well understood. A standard system-theory approach (with a new 
feature) is developed in Section 2 for the first-order system and then applied 
to the system (4). The modification of eigenvalues and eigenvectors has been 
considered by other authors: Srinathkumar (1978), Andry, Shapiro, and 
Chung (1983), and Andry, Shapiro, and Sobel(1985), for example. Indeed, it 
was the last of these papers that stimulated our investigations. However, the 
approach taken to this problem in Section 3 et seq. is new. 
2. EIGENVALUE ASSIGNMENT 
In this section we wish to examine the light cast on our problem by the 
now well-understood technique of eigenvalue assignment of linear systems 
theory. Note that, in this approach, it is assumed that G of Equation (3) is 
preassigned, and is not at our disposal. For this analysis we introduce the 
Brunovsky canonical form for a pair (A, B) where A is n X n and B is 
n X m with m < n [Brunovsky (1970), but see Gohberg, Lancaster, and 
Rodman (1986) for a direct algebraic approach]. This will be used to obtain a 
specific eigenvalue-assignment theorem of classical type, but having a feature 
that may be new (although it will not be surprising to experts). This is then 
used to obtain an eigenvalueassignment theorem for vibrating systems. 
First, pairs (A, B) and (A,, B,) with sizes as indicated above are said to 
be similar if there are invertible matrices M and N and an T X n matrix F 
such that 
A, = N-‘(A + BF)N, B, = N-‘BM. (5) 
This form of similarity is an equivalence relation on the class of all pairs 
(A, B) with sizes n X n and n X m, respectively, and the Brunovsky form is 
the corresponding canonical form. To describe this form it is convenient to 
introduce the notation _$,(A) for the p X p Jordan block with eigenvalue X. 
Then any pair (A, B) is similar to a canonical pair (A,, B,), where 
A,=diag[l,l(0),...,]k,(O),Jr,(hl),...,~~~(h,)] (6) 
forsomeintegers k,> .a. > k, > 0 and all entries of B, are zero except for 
thoseinpositions (k,,l),(k,+k,,2),...,(k,+ *.a +kp,p), andtheseexcep- 
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tionul entries are equal to one. Moreover, the pair (A,, B,) is uniquely 
defined by (A, B) up to permutation of the blocks J,l(X,), . . . , J,$Xq). 
We refer to diag[ J1,( A i), . . . , Jlg(A,)] as the Jordan part of the Brunovsky 
form for (A, B), and it is important to recognize that A,, . . . , A, E u(A) (the 
spectrum, or set of eigenvalues, of A). Moreover, for any F E C mxn, 
x l,. . . , A, E a( A + BF). These are the eigenvalues of A that cannot be 
perturbed in a transformation A * A + BF. The others can be reassigned to 
arbitrarily chosen points in the complex plane; for the canonical A, these 
(controllable) eigenvalues are all assigned the value zero. 
If we define the controllable subspace of (A, B) by 
n-l 
g= c ImAiB (7) 
j=O 
(the smallest A-invariant subspace containing Im B) and let r be the dimen- 
sionof Q?, then k,+ +.a + k, = T. Thus, the Jordan part of (A,,, B,) has size 
n - r. It is well known that the partial multiplicities (sizes of Jordan blocks) 
associated with reassigned eigenvalues cannot be arbitrarily selected 
[Rosenbrock and Hayton (1978); Djaferis and Mitter (1983)]. Here, we 
present a simple construction giving a specific allocation of partial multiplici- 
ties. More generally, the partial multiplicities of assigned eigenvalues can be 
prescribed subject to constraints like those of Theorem 3.1 of Djaferis and 
Mitter (1983). 
We first need a lemma. Note that the companion matrix C of a manic 















Recall also that a nonderogatory matrix has (by definition) just one Jordan 
block associated with each distinct eigenvalue and that a companion matrix is 
necessarily nonderogatory [see Lancaster and Tismenetsky (1985), for exam- 
plel. 
LEMMA. &Cl(A),..., 
and let C 
c,(h) benwnicpolynomial.sofdegreesk,,...,k,, 
1,. . . , C, be their respective companion matrices. For j = 1,2,. . . , 
p-l l&H. bethekixkj+l matrix with a one in the southwest corner and 
zeros elsewhere. Then the companion matrix of the polynomial lIT=,ci(A) is 
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Cl H, . *. 0 
0 c, -. : 
The proof of the lemma is left to the reader. It is proved in a more general 
form in a paper of Maroulas (1986). 
THEOREM 1. Let jx denote the Jordan part of the Brunovsky canonical 
form for the pair (A, B), and r be the dimension of y (as defined in 
Equation (7)). Then for any twnderogatoy Jordan matrix J of size r there is 
an m x n matrix F such that A + BF has diag[j, lx] for its Jordan canonical 
f OtY?l. 
Note that this implies that the eigenvalues of A + BF associ%ted with f 
can be arbitraey assigned, but with just one Jordan block (in J) for each 
distinct X E a( 1). 
Proof. Using the definition of similar pairs, it is easily seen that we may 
assume, without loss of generality, that A and B are already in Brunovsky 
canonical form. So we may write A = diag[&, Ix], where_& is r X r. Let 
{&,&?,..., A I } be a sequence of all the eigenvalues of J, and recall that 
r = XT= ,ki. Count off the eigenvalues in this sequence into subsets of sizes 
k,, k a,..., k,, and let 
kj - I 
aj(X) =Xkl- C cjghq 
q=O 
be the scalar polynomial whose zeros are the numbers in the jth subset, 
j=l ,.a-> p. Define the p X r matrix 
c1O c11” ’ C1,k,-l 1 
‘20 ‘21 ’ ’ * c2, k,-1 1 
Fl = , 
1 
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where all entries not specified are zeros, and then make a dilation (if 
necessary) to an m X n matrix 
F= Fl 0 
[ 1 0 0’ 
For j = 1,2,..., p let Cj be the companion matrix of a j(X), and let 
matrices Hi be defined as in the lemma. It is found that 
Cl H, . . . 0 
0 c, . . : 
(9) 
If f(X) = al(X *. . a,(X), it follows from the lemma that the first 
matrix on the right of (9) is similar to C’, the companion matrix of f. This is 
necessarily a nonderogatory matrix, and by construction its spectrum is just 
that of f Since f is also nonderogatory, it follows that A, + B,F is similar to 
diag[t JAI. n 
Consider now a second-order system of the form 
jC(t)+Bi(t)+Cx(t)=Gu(t), 00) 
where B, C are n x n matrices and G is n X m. Defining 
an equivalent first-order system is 
Q(t)= _g [ _Blly(t)+[~]uW. 
The controllable subspace associated with this system is 
I=2k11m[ _: _gl]j[E]. 
j=O 
(11) 
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Associated with the system (10) is the matrix polynomial IX2 + BX + C, 
and it has an associated Jordan canonical form .I. Indeed, .I is simply a Jordan 
form for 
0 z 1 -C -B’ 
Here, we develop an extension of Theorem 1. Extensions of other pole-place- 
ment results from first- to second-order systems are to be expected. 
THEOREM 2. Let r = dim V (of Equation (II)), and let Jh be the Jordan 
part of the Brunovsky fern for 
For any r x T nonderog$ory Jordan matrix i there exist m x n matrices F, 
and F, such that diag[J, jh] is a Jordan form for the system 
%(t)+(B+GF&(t)+(C+GF,)x(t) =O. (12) 
Proof. Let (A,, BO) be a Brunovsky form for 
0 IO I[ I) -C -B’ G ’
where A, = diag[ Jo, &I. Let N, M, and @ determine the block-similarity. 
Thus [see equation (5)] 
A,=N-’ _; _;]+[;]@)N, B,==N-‘[#f. (13) 
It follows from Theorem 1 that there is an m X2n matrix K and a 
nonsingular U such that 
diag[i .&,I = U-r( A, + B,K)U. 04) 
Using Equation (13), and writing i? = [Bl &I, 




Write l?= MKN-'=[I?, k,]and 
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diw[f JA] =(Nu)-’ _c+Gil+Gg z -B+G&+GZ?‘, I NJ)* 1 
We obtain a Jordan form for the system (12) if we define 
F,= -P,- R,, Fs= -&-&. n (15) 
It is easily seen that the result of Theorem 2 extends to general higher-order 
systems 
l-l 
x")(t) - c Ajx(j)( t) = Gu(t) 
j=O 
provided fuU state feedback in the form u(t) = C~L#~+ ,x(i)(t) is admitted. 
In this case we are concerned with the pair 
0 z 0 **- 01 
0 0 I 
6 , 
6 Z 
A, A, A, ... AMJ 
0 
I1 6 * G 
EXAMPLE 1. 
(a) Consider the system (10) with 
_;I, C=[:, ;], G= [;I. 
It is found that, in (ll), g = 6: 4; the system is controllable, and all eigenval- 





00 I -1 0’ 00 2 
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and a system is obtained with spectral properties determined by f Note that 
symmetry of the original system has been destroyed in this process. 
(b) Use the same system as in (a) but with 
G= _;. 
[ 1 
The eigenvalues of IA2 + BX + C are the zeros of ( A2 - 3h + l)( A2 - X + 1). 
The subspace Q? of (11) now has dimension two, and the zeros of A2 - 3A + 1 
are controllable. Let us take 
and let A,, A, be the zeros of A2 - X + 1. 
It is found that, in Equation (13), 
A._ii ; ;r ;I? Bo=[;]. 
N-l= 1’; ‘; I;: _i:l, M=[l], fi=[l o o 31. 
Then it is easily seen that, in Equation (14), 
K=[-1 -2 0 01. 
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Consequently, we find from the equations (15) that 
F,=[ -6 -63, F,=[4 -11. 
It is easily verified that Zhz + (B + GF,)X + (C + GF,) has the desired spec- 
tral properties 
This procedure for assigning eigenvalues obviously has its limitations. It is 
complicated and can lead to loss of symmetry and complex feedback matrices 
even when the assigned spectrum is entirely real. Also, the analysis is focused 
on the movement of eigenvalues while eigenvectors are left to fall where they 
may. In the next section we open another line of attack that seems to be 
easier to apply (when it does apply). It admits some control of eigenvectors as 
well as eigenvalues, although, in a sense to be made precise, eigenvalues 
cannot be predetermined exactly. A price to be paid for this flexibility is the 
assumption that matrix G of equation (3) is not preassigned. Referring to 
Equation (4), G, F, and F, are all free for choice in the sequel for achieving 
desired spectral properties. 
3. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF VIBRATING SYSTEMS 
It is well known that the solutions of the homogeneous equation 
2(t)+B?(t)+Cx(t) =0 
(where B, C are n X n matrices) are determined by the eigenvalue and 
eigenvector structure of the corresponding matrix polynomial 
L(X)dzfZA2+Bh+C. (16) 
Eigenvalues are numbers X, for which det L(X,) = 0, and x # 0 is an 
eigenvector if L( h,)x = 0 for some eigenvalue X,. It is shown by Gohberg, 
Lancaster, and Rodman (1982), for example, how the complete eigenvalue 
and (generalized) eigenvector structure can be organized in the notion of a 
Jordan pair of matrices (X, J). Here, J is the Jordan form for L(h) 
introduced in the preceding section, and the columns of X make up a 
complete set of (chains of generalized) eigenvectors for L(X). 
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In fact, an n X2n matrix X and a 2n X2n matrix .I in Jordan normal 
form are a Jordan pair for L(A) if and only if 
[ 1 x: is nonsingular and 
XJ2+z?XJ+CX=0. 07) 
A Jordan triple (X, I, Y ) is then defined from (X, I) by defining the 2n x n 
matrix 
The matrix ’ 
[ 1 is necessarily nonsingular, and the rows of Y make up the 
left (genera&$ eigenvectors of L(h). The matrices of a Jordan triple satisfy 
the “orthogonality” condition 
iy 4 tx3 =YBX+YXI+JYX=Z,,, (1% 
the 2n X 2n identity matrix. 
A Jordan pair determines L(X) completely in the sense that they de- 
termine the coefficients B and C explicitly. We have 
w,I)~f[C B] = -xp[gl. (20) 
We now take advantage of the formal (vector) Taylor expansion of F at 
(X, J) in the direction of (X,, 1,) in the form 
F(X+X,,J+J,) = F(X,I)+ F$,,(X,,J,)+ . . . , 
where Fi,,( X,, I,) denotes the Frechet differential of F at (X, 1) in the 
direction of (X,, 1,) If X,, 1, represent desired small variations in eigenvec- 
tors and eigenvalues, respectively, then the variations in B and C will be 
approximated by B, and C,, where we define 
It is a remarkable fact that the variations derived in this way are, in some 
respects, better than first order. This will be explained in the next section. 
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First we need some notation to specify admissible variations in the spectral 
data. Write the Jordan matrix .Z in its constituent Jordan blocks: 
J= diag[J,, J2 ,..., I,]. 
Only those variations in .Z are admitted that preserve the block structure. To 
specify such variations conveniently we define a matrix (orthogonal projector) 
P = diag[ E,, E,, . . . , Ek] where E, has the size of .Zj (j = 1,2,. . . , k) and 
E j = 0 or Ej = Z for each j. (Those j ‘s for which Ej = I correspond to the 
blocks to be varied.) Then a diagonal matrix Z, is said to be Z-consistent if it 
has the form 
J, = diag[ EIEl, EWE,, . . . , EKES] 
for some .si, es,. . . , Ek E C. Note that I,] = IJ, and I, = PJ, = IeP. Admissible 
variations in .Z are required to have the form (22). Thus J + J + _Z,. 
The admissible variations of eigenvectors (possibly generalized) are now 
determined by taking any n X 2n matrix X, with the property that X, = X,P. 
Thus, when X -+ X + X, variations occur only in those eigenvectors associ- 
ated with the nonzero entries in P. The admissible variations must also satisfy 
the condition that 
[ 
x+x, 
(X + XN + 1,) I 
is nonsingular. 
4. THE PERTURBED COEFFICIENT MATRICES 
Let L(X) be defined as in Equation (16), and (X, J) be a Jordan pair for 
L(A). Let (X,, Z,) be an admissible variation of (X, Z) as defined in the 
preceding section. We are to find a quadratic matrix polynomial 
L,(X)=zA2+(B+B,)h+(C+C,) (23) 
for which the pair (X + X,, J + Z,) approximates a Jordan pair. Using a 
Frechet differential to approximate B, and C, as indicated in Equation (21) 
suggests the following definitions: If we write 
L(X,J)=XJ2+BXJ+CX, L(‘)( X, Z) = 2X]+ BX, (24) 
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B,= - [L”‘(x,J)J,+L(x,,J)]Y, (25) 
C,= - [L”‘(x,J)J,+L(x,,J)](YB+~). (26) 
It is now clear that the Taylor expansion for L,(X + X,, J+ 1,) at (X, J) 
in the direction of (X,, 1,) will involve only products of X, and 1,. Indeed, 
this is easily verified by directly taking advantage of Equations (17) and (19). 
The surprising feature of the formulae is that, while they give only first-order 
estimates of the variations in the eigenvalues and eigenvectors selected in the 
definition of P, J,, and X,, they produce a system defined by LXX) in which 
all the other eigenvalues and eigenvectors are undisturbed; and this is a 
precise statement, not just a first approximation in the presence of small 
perturbations. For example, if we vary just one eigenvalue and/or the 
associated eigenvector, then J,, X,- and hence B,, C-have rank at most 
one. In the transformation L(X) + LXX) at most one eigenvalue and eigen- 
vector will change. We know the direction of change, but cannot be precise 
about the magnitude. 
To verify these statements consider any diagonal matrix Q of zeros and 
ones (another orthogonal projector) with PQ = 0 and JQ = QJ. Thus, XP and 
XQ select disjoint subsets of columns of X (i.e. of chains of eigenvectors). We 
are to show that L,(XQ, JQ) = 0. Observe first that, applying the ortho- 
gonality condition (19) to the unperturbed system, we have 
(W(XQ)J+(PY)B(XQ)+ J(PY)(XQ) =o. (27) 
Then, 
L,(XQ,JQ)=XQJ’+(B+B,)XQJ+(C+C,)XQ 
= XQJ” + BXQJ + CXQ 
- [L(l)@, J>J,+ L(X,, J)]YXQJ 
- [L”)(X, J)J,+L(X,, J)](YB+JY)XQ. 
Using (17) and the fact that we may replace Y by PY here, we obtain 
L,(XQ> JQ) = - [L(‘)(X, J)J,+ L(X,, J)] 
xW)(XQ)J+(WWQ)+ J(PY)(xQ)I, 
and this vanishes because of Equation (27). 
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THEOREM 3. Let L(X) be defined as in Equation (16). Let L,(h) of 
Equation (23) be defined by B,, C, of Equations (25) and (26) and admissi- 
ble variations J,, X,. Then those eigenvalues and chains of eigenvectors that 
are annihilated in the products PJ and XP, respectively, are common to both 
L(A) and L,(X). 
For those spectral properties that are perturbed, the precise description 
may depend in a complicated way on the independent parameters in 3, and 
X,, and on the partial multiplicities of the perturbed eigenvalues. See 
Theorem 4 below for an important special case in which .Z, and X, depend 
on just one complex parameter. 
Note that, in the notation of Equation (12) the formulae (25) and (26) for 
B, and C, are equivalent to the choice 
G = L(‘)( X, I)./, + L( X,, J) 
together with the feedback matrices 
F,= - P(YB+ Jr), F,= - PY. (29) 
5. PERTURBING A SIMPLE EIGENVALUE-EIGENVECTOR 
PAIR BY STATE FEEDBACK 
To illustrate the application of the results of the last two sections we 
consider the shifting of a simple eigenvalue A, together with its associated 
eigenvector r,. By a simple eigenvalue we mean one associated with a block 
of size one in J. Thus, there is a one-dimensional eigenspace generated by x0 
and a corresponding left eigenspace generated by y0 [i.e. yiL(ha) = 01. We 
need to know A,, x,,, and y0 before our technique can be applied. We 
prescribe variations X, and xs for X, and x0. 
Using the orthogonality condition (19) x0 and y, can be normalized so 
that 
y;(2X,Z + B)x, = 1. (36) 
(Note that this is only possible for simple eigenvalues.) Then the formulae 
(25) and (26) for the perturbed system are 
B,= - {h,(2ZX,+ B) x,+(Zh2,+BX,+C)r,)y,T, (31) 
C,= - {h,(2ZX,+ B) x,+(ZA~+BBX,,+C)x,}y~(B+X,Z). (32) 
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To see how this perturbed system can be attained by state feedback, 
define 
g = A,(ZZh, + B)x, + (ZA2, +BA, + c)x, 
f,'= - Y,T@ + &J), fi’= -y:; 
the perturbed differential system is [cf. Equation (4)] 
~(t)+(B+gf,T)~(t)+(C+gfiT)x(t) =& . (33) 
This system has precisely the same dynamic characteristics as 
Lf(t)+Bi(t)+Cx(t)=gu(t) 
with the exception that the properties associated with just one eigenvalue 
eigenvector pair have been changed. 
Precise statements can be made about a perturbed eigenvalueeigenvector 
pair if A, and x, depend analytically on a single complex parameter E and A, 
is a simple eigenvalue of L(X). In this case well-known results of perturbation 
theory apply [see Chapter 11 of Lancaster and Tismenetsky (1985) for 
example] and yield the following results. 
THEOREM 4. Let the variations X, and x, depend analytically on E in a 
neighborhood of E = 0 and have Taylor expansions 
A,= E $Ej, 
j=l j=l 
respectively, about the origin. Assume also that h, is a simple eigenvalue of 
L(X) (of algebraic multiplicity one) and L(X,)x, = 0, x0 # 0. Then there is 
a function A(E) and a neighborhood N of E = 0 such that 
(1) A( E) is analytic on N, 
(2) X(E) is a simple eigenvalue of LXh) fm each E E N, 
(3) h(E) = A, + lIE + 0((q) as I&I --f 0, 
(4) there is an eigenvector function X(E) associated with A(E) that is 
analytic on N and for which 
X(E) = x0 + .&E + o( l&12) as (&l--,0. 
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EXAMPLE 2 [p. 275 of Gohberg, Lancaster, and Rodman (1982)]. Let 
a < b < c < d be fixed real numbers, and consider the matrix polynomial 
(X-&d) *I 
We have 
J=diag[a, b,c,d], 1 0 0 11’ 
Consider the construction of L,(A) where J, = 0 (we want at most second- 
order variations in eigenvalues) and 
0 0 0 
x,= [ El 0 0 Eq 1 0’ 
Thus, we are to perturb the first and fourth eigenvectors. It is anticipated 
that, using (25) and (26), we generate a polynomial with eigenvalues b and c 
and associated eigenvectors unperturbed. This is the case. It is found that 
Be= - L(X,,J)Y= 
i 
0 
(d - a)(d - b) 
- 
d-c ” 
(d - u)(c - a) 
b-a E’ c,= -L(X,,J)(YB+JY) 0 I7 
0 
c(d - a)(d - b) 
d-c ” 





30 amt?~a~ ay3 pue ‘p pm D sanp%ua%[a y 30 uo!Jl?qnq_rad .mp.~~puoms 
atp sawwuourap sfu .( 3 - p)( D - q)/( 2) - p)( q - p)( 27 - 3) - = >I aJaqM 
‘( p3)o + p313>I - p = py ‘(p3)o + P3T3>1+ zl= Iy 
JP3T31 = 3 
JaP 
UaYM ‘s”‘tl. *(3 - p)(2) - q)/,(O - p)(q - p)(D - 3) - = y alay& 
S3ILWIdO~d WXL33dS d0 NOLLVBWlJXI3d 
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It turns out that this problem is much more delicate, and, as the 
discussion in the introduction would suggest, the constraints on admissible 
perturbations X,, 1, are much stronger. We do not have a general procedure 
to recommend in this case, but present some observations and examples that 
may clarify the nature of the problem. 
First it is sometimes useful to introduce a self&joint brdan triple. This 
demonstrates the symmetries inherited by the spectrum from a self-adjoint 
matrix polynomial. It is known [see Gohberg, Lancaster, and Rodman (1982), 
for example] that when L(X) is self-adjoint there is a Jordan triple (X, J, Y) 
with the following properties: 
(a) We have 
where J,, 1, are Jordan matrices, a(],) c IR, and X E a( I,) implies Im h > 0. 
(b) Write J, and 1, in terms of Jordan blocks, 
Let Pj ( ?j) be the rotation matrix with the size of Ii of (4); for example, the 
rotation matrix of size three is 
[ 0  1 0  1 0 1 1 
Let ei=flfor j=1,2,...,s(wecalle={e,,...,e,}asigncharucteristic), 
and let 
PC = diag[ P,, Pz,. . . , P,], P, = diag[ elPr ,...,esFs], 0 0 PC 
P, = 0 P, 0 . 
i 1 PC 0 0 
(Note that P,* = P,, P,” = I, and J* = PJP,.) Then there is a uniquely 
defined sign characteristic e = { e,, . . . , e,} associated with L(X) and a Jordan 
triple (X, J, Y) such that Y = P,X*. 
A Jordan triple of the form (X, J, P,X*) is said to be self&joint. Suppose 
we have such a triple. As before, we vary X -+ X + X, and ] + J + J,, but 
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now it should be possible to do this in such a way that (X + X,, J + J,) 
determine a self-adjoint triple for L,(X). We assume that, like the Jordan 
structure, the sign characteristic is to be preserved under this variation. Then 
Y+Y,=P,(X+X,)*, 
where Y, = P,X:. But Equation (18) also demands that 
Y+Y,= 
[ 
x + x, -l 0 
(X+XN+L) 1 [I 42 * 
It follow that (X + X,)P,(X + X,)* = 0, whence 
x,zJ,x: + x,( xP,)* +(x&)x: = 0, (35) 
and also 
(x+x,)(J+J,)P,(x+x,)*=z,. (36) 
These equations can be interpreted as saying that first, an admissible 
(self-adjoint) variation X, of the matrix X in a self-adjoint triple must satisfy 
the Riccati-like equation (35). The solutions of this equation when substituted 
in (36) will then determine admissible Jordan matrices .I, (if any). 
Note that X, = 0 is a solution of (35) but variations of the form X, = 0, 
1, # 0 cannot generally lead to a self-adjoint triple; for if the eigenvalues are 
varied, we must expect that, at least, the eigenvectors must be renormalized. 
We conclude with some instructive examples. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let L(X) be defined as in Example 2. It is found that 
J= diag[a, b, c, d], I’, = diag[ - 1,1, - l,l], and a self-adjoint triple is de- 
termined by 
(b-a)-1’2 (b-a)-“2 0 0 
(&c)-‘/2 (d-+‘/2 1 * (37) 0 0 
Choosing .I, = diag[e,,O,O, s2], the formulae (25) and (26) are found to give 
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where 




0 (A-C&L,) * I 
It is clear that a self-adjoint triple for X,, 1, will be defined by J, = diag 
[a + ei, b, c, d + ez] and the matrix X, obtained from (35) on replacing a by 
a + E~ and d by d + Ed (provided si # b - a and 8s # c - d). 




El 1 0 0 0’ 
Thus, we try to change only the first eigenvector (and so induce at most 
second-order perturbations in the first eigenvalue). The perturbations B,, C, 
are obtained from the formulae in Example 2 on setting eq = 0. But then 
L,(h) is lower triangular. A perturbation of this kind cannot produce a 
symmetric matrix polynomial L,(X). 
Allowing a more general perturbation in both the first and fourth eigen- 
vectors but retaining J, = 0 (as in Example 2) is no more successful. We see 
that, with a < b < c -C d, &I and Ed cannot be chosen in such a way that both 
B, and C, are symmetric. 
EXAMPLE 4 [Lancaster and Maroulas (1986)]. 
L(h) = 
i 
@+V2+2 x+1 =1x2+ 
X+1 (X+1)” 1 
It is found that 
Let 
[: fjh+j: :I* 
and a self-adjoint triple is determined by 
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We consider a general perturbation of all the eigenvalues given by 
J, = diag[ sl, &a, ss, Er], where sI E C, es E W, and restrain the eigenvectors by 
setting X, = 0 [it is not assumed that X + X, determines a self-adjoint triple 
for L,(h)]. Applying Equations (25) and (26), we obtain 
B 3i(Er- &) 
E 1 - (s1+El)+6s2 ’ 
(3+6+,+(3-6i)E,-s, 3i(E1 - &)+2&s 1 (-2+i)~+( -2-i)Er+6sa -(s1+E1)+6ss ’ 
As predicted by the remarks of Section 6, B, and C, are real. However BB and 
C, are symmetric only if er E R and es = .sr. Thus, for variations of this kind, 
the only symmetrizing directions are essentially trivial: The whole spectrum 
can be shifted uniformly in a direction parallel to the real axis, and this is the 
only perturbation of the complete spectrum (with X, = 0) consistent with a 
real symmetric perturbed polynomial L,(X). 
8. THE USE OF OUTPUT FEEDBACK 
Suppose now that the governing differential equation 
f(t)+Bi(t)+Cx(t) =Gu(t) 
[see Equation (lo)] is coupled with an output vector 
and the control is determined by a feedback law: 
u(t) = -Fz(t) = -H@(t) -FH$(t). 
Then the resulting (“closed-loop”) system is governed by the equation 
f+(B+GFH,)l(t)+(C+GFH,)r(t)=O, 
in contrast to Equation (12). 
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In this case, the perturbations of Equations (25) and (26) require that, if 
possible, all (or some) of G, F, Hi, and H, be chosen so that 
GFH,= - [L”‘(X,J)J,+ L(X,,J)]Y, 
GFH,= - [L'"(X,J)J,+L(X,,J)](YB+JY). 
These relations should be compared with (the special case of) Equations (28) 
and (29) proposed in the case of state feedback. 
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